Madrid (Spain), 18th December 2017
https://queerplans.com/
https://www.instagram.com/queerplans/

The relationship between gay celebrities and followers
becomes closer than ever before.
QueerPlans offers LGBTQ+ tourists the opportunity to travel throughout Spain
with their favourite international personalities for a 7-day action-packed vacation.
______________________________________________________________________
As the impact of social media influencers tends to rise up across the globe, the demand
of their followers for a chance to meet them in person becomes clear. Pioneer in the
market, QueerPlans is a global travel agency based in Spain which provides
personalized vacations with LGBTQ+ personalities who will start joining their
followers for a unique experience in gay-friendly uber-touristic Spain on a monthly
basis starting March 2018.
As of December 2017, more than 30 celebrities have been confirmed, and new names
are added every week. Influencers from all fields like Adult Film Industry stars Brent
Everett (@brenteverettxxx) or Diego Sans (@diegosans); TV series actor Murray
Swanby (@murrayswanbyla); Village People’s singer Jim
Newman (@jimnewmannyc); London’s Aladdin musical star Niko Wirachman
(@nikowirachman) or international models like Kevin Benoit (@therealkevinbenoit),
Kyle Goffney (@kylegoffney) or Andee Chua (@andeecys).
Each trip is limited to one hundred participants from all over the world willing to meet
their idols, make friends, have fun, party together or find a partner in the vacations of
their lifetime. Residents in Spain will be able to purchase passes for individual events or
season passes for all trips in the year not including accommodation.
According to Vasco Araújo, company’s PR, “QueerPlans is a unique ground-breaking
platform that surpasses the digital barriers of meeting the LGBTQ+ personalities we all
admire. Meeting your idols never got easier”.
Monthly trips begin in March 2018 to Madrid, with more destinations being added in
the future. All trips will have specific activities for every LGBTQ+ niche including
jocks, BDSM, bears, drag queen superstars or twinks and daddies, with all of them
featuring several international celebrities for fans to meet.
The trips are open to everyone. Whatever their interests, age or body types are; solo
travellers or not, followers will meet and share the trip with the guys they like, as there

will be online chat groups for participants to get to know each other and plan activities
together before they set off on their travels.
There’s also the option to take part in a room match program, where solo travellers can
arrange to share a room with someone they like, saving money and making friends.
Trips are all-inclusive, and can be customized with the endless activities aimed at the
gay and general public available in the uber-touristic sunny Spain, always led by the
expert personnel of the company.
The vacations have been adapted to all pockets, ranging from the budget packages with
great discounts for early-bookers up to the Luxury-VIP packages easily crossing the 5
digits barrier.
QueerPlans always gives away a free place in each trip and items from its own sports
and summer clothing line among active followers on its social media channels
@QueerPlans on Instagram, Twitter and Facebook.
With QueerPlans, the LGBTQ+ audience has a new exclusive way to travel that
materializes the relationship between celebrities and their followers.

Press:
QueerPlans will issue free press passes to most of the main events. Media can request
passes for their journalists through this email address:
Vasco Araújo, PR, vasco@queerplans.com

Other media references:
http://www.gaytimes.co.uk/travel/91763/fancy-going-holiday-hot-instagram-crush-wellnow-can/

